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The purpose of the proposed work centers on the unprecedented task of accurately estimating the torque
transmitted through each clutch of the dual clutch transmission. This is to possibly improve the clutch
control performance during vehicle launch and gearshifts and to elongate the clutch life. Such goal is
attained by only using the measurements and data that are already available in current production
vehicles. The suggested estimator requires the speed measurements of engine, input shafts, and wheels,
and nominal engine torque information obtained as a function of driver input and engine speed. By
synthesizing the estimations obtained by shaft model-based observer, unknown input observers, and
adaptive output torque observer, the novel algorithm to estimate the torque of each clutch separately
is developed. Stability of the entire combined observer system is analyzed as well. In the process of
developing the transfer shaft model-based observer, an original approach for the driveline modeling is
proposed. The driveline modeling procedures include compliance model of each transfer shafts with
the convenient methods to express the clutch torque without having to use complex clutch friction
models, and the developed model is compared with the actual experiment data to validate its accuracy.
The effectiveness of the individual clutch torque estimator is demonstrated both through simulations
using SimDriveline, and tests on an actual vehicle equipped with a dual clutch transmission.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Surely, the advancement and popularization of the automobile
technologies have brought convenience to the modern lives, but
at the same time lead to serious environmental and global energy
issues. As countermeasures against such problems, various types of
automotive technologies such as those related to the development
of high efficiency engine, hybridization, or weight reduction have
emerged. Among them, one of the research areas that can provide
the most prominent improvements regarding the fuel efficiency
and thus emission is the transmission technologies.

Significant amount of energy is wasted at the transmission due
to slipping nature of the torque converter applied in the
widely-used planetary gear-type or continuously variable auto-
matic transmissions. This disadvantage no longer exists when it
comes to the manual transmission, in which the engine and the
wheels can be mechanically linked by the clutch. However, manual
transmissions require the drivers to skillfully operate the clutch
pedal and switch the gear selector, and most drivers find such tasks
troublesome.

Such tradeoffs that exist in the automatic and manual transmis-
sions led to the automated manual transmission (AMT). The AMT
enables physical engagement of the engine and wheels through
the use of clutch that is automatically controlled using electromag-
netic or hydraulic actuators [1]. However, awkward shift shocks
and discontinuous torque drops were shown to be critical
hindrances for the AMTs to gain popularity in the market.

Dual clutch transmissions (DCT) resolve such known issues of
other types of transmissions, and have emerged as a promising
vehicular technology along with other state-of-the-art transmis-
sion technologies [2–4]. DCTs basically operate similarly to the
AMTs, but they have two sets of clutch and transfer shafts, often
packaged coaxially to minimize volume. By using a set of clutch
and transfer shaft for odd-number gears and another set for
even-number gears, the target gear can be preselected prior to
the actual torque hand-over during a gear shift. This way, by
alternatively engaging the two clutches for gear shifts using actu-
ators, seamless torque transmission as well as all of the advantages
ission.
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Nomenclature

xe engine speed
xd external damper speed
xc1 clutch 1 speed (input shaft 1 speed)
xc2 clutch 2 speed (input shaft 2 speed)
xo output shaft speed
xw wheel speed
Te net engine torque
Te;n nominal net engine torque
Td external damper torque
Tc1 clutch 1 torque
Tc2 clutch 2 torque
Tt1 transfer shaft 1 torque
Tt2 transfer shaft 2 torque
To output shaft torque
Tv vehicle resistance torque

it1 transmission (T/M) gear ratio for transfer shaft 1
it2 transmission (T/M) gear ratio for transfer shaft 2
if 1 final reduction gear ratio for transfer shaft 1
if 2 final reduction gear ratio for transfer shaft 2
J0e engine inertia
Jd external damper inertia
Je1 effective T/M inertia from clutch 1 perspective
Je2 effective T/M inertia from clutch 2 perspective
Jo output shaft inertia
Jv vehicle inertia
ath throttle angle
h shaft angle
k torsional stiffness
b torsional damping coefficient
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of the AMTs are attainable, and ideally provide fast and smooth
response, high transmission efficiency, and convenience. Further
information on the DCT can be found in [5].

In order to properly manage the clutch actuation for launching
and gear shifts, application of the feedback control tactics is crucial,
in addition to the conventional feed-forward control tactics which
is solely based on the experimentally obtained relationship
between the actuation input and the clutch torque output. Such
feedback control tactics can be realized with the knowledge of
the clutch torque, and it can minimize the shifting time, jerk, and
clutch damage. Knowledge of the individual clutch torque may
provide the optimum timing for the torque hand-over to reduce
the torque interruption during the gear shift and hence reduce
the shifting time and jerk. Also, avoiding the clutch tie-up based
on the knowledge of each clutch torque during gear shift can pre-
vent unnecessary clutch wear, and moreover, component failure.

One may argue that the clutch torque information can be
replaced by the hydraulic pressure of the actuator in case of the
wet clutch actuated by hydraulic pressure, or by the actuator
position information in case of the dry clutch actuated by electro-
magnetic actuators. However, this research focuses on the applica-
tion to the dry type DCTs actuated by electromagnetic actuators,
with the presence of the diaphragm spring of high stiffness. This
indicates that the actuator stroke is minimized to increase the
actuation efficiency. In this case, no clutch pressure information
is available like in case of the hydraulic actuation, and moreover,
knowing the actuator position is not helpful for effective clutch
actuation, since attempting to estimate the clutch normal force
from the short actuator stroke can be extremely difficult.

Another way to attain the clutch torque information is to use
the torque measuring sensors. However, because of the high cost
of the torque measurement devices, the cars equipped with DCTs
may lose their economic competitiveness in the market, especially
when two sensors of sufficiently high accuracy are used for two
transfer shafts of the DCTs to separately measure the torque
transmitted through each individual clutch.

In the hope to replace the torque sensors by torque estimating
algorithms, previous efforts have attempted to develop estimators
for clutch torque of AMTs or combined output shaft torque of DCTs,
but no work so far has attempted the separated torque estimation
of each individual clutch of the DCTs. Turbine torque estimation
methods are introduced in [6–8] as torque estimator for automatic
transmissions with torque converters, but are not applicable to
DCTs that involve different structures and mechanisms. For the
torque estimation of AMTs, Kalman filter-based observers are
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designed [9–12], whose estimation performance is limited by the
linearized models. The Luenberger observer-based estimation
schemes [13,14] overlook the effects of the nominal engine torque
and vehicle inertia uncertainties. The sliding mode observer in [15]
and unknown input observers proposed in [16,17] involve chatter-
ing and phase lag issues. Also, the reduced order nonlinear torque
observer for AMT proposed in [18] overlooks the importance of
experimental validation. In addition, the torque estimator for DCTs
[19–23] exists, but since they only estimate the driveline torque for
launch control that only involves a single clutch, the applicability
of such estimator is technically the same as that of the aforemen-
tioned estimators for AMTs. Torque curve adaptation for DCT
actuators using sliding mode observer compensation is proposed
in [24], and actuator control tactics are presented in [25,26], but
their methods are majorly position-based, which do not provide
high estimation accuracy in all clutch phases.

In addition, numerous previous works also have proposed
driveline modeling methods. However, their accuracy compared
to the driveline of an actual vehicle is limited because the
torsional compliance in the shafts is overly simplified [27–29]
or neglected [30]. Recent work has investigated the high order
(15 DOF) dynamics of the driveline to develop a DCT model
[31], but using a single method to compute the engaged clutch
torque provides limited flexibility for application on the observer
design which may follow, and in most works, the experimental
validation is not conducted [27,28]. Also, they often require com-
plex friction model to express the clutch dynamics that involve
numerous model parameters.

Hence this study proposes the unprecedented estimator for the
transmission torque of each individual clutch aimed for application
on DCT with electromagnetic clutch actuators with stiff diaphragm
spring, as well as a novel DCT driveline modeling method which
provides simple and effective ways to express the clutch torque
without using complex friction models. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2.1 first briefly introduces the conventional drive-
line model, and proposes the novel driveline modeling method
which incorporates separated shaft compliance model for each
shaft in Section 2.2. It is then simulated and also tested against
experimental data in Section 2.3. Section 3 proposes the torque
estimator by introducing the transfer shaft model-based observer,
adaptive output shaft torque observer, and unknown input observ-
ers in order. The stability of the integrated estimator is verified.
Then in Section 4, the results of the simulation and experiment
performed to validate the torque estimation performance are
presented.
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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2. Driveline model

2.1. Conventional driveline model

The conventional driveline model used to describe the flow of
the torque from the engine to the wheels through the dual clutch
transmission can be basically shown as follows.

Using the torque balance relationships, the above driveline
model can be represented as shown next.

J0e _xe ¼ Te � Td ð1Þ

The torque balance relationship of the engine and the torsional
damper is shown in (1). As done here, modeling of the torsional
damper can be optionally included, or otherwise the engine torque
can directly express the damper output torque.

Jd _xd ¼ Td � Tc1 � Tc2 ð2Þ

Now, treating the rotating mass between the clutch and the
output shaft as a single body of inertia, the following lumped
dynamics of the transfer shaft can be reached.

Je1 _xc1 ¼ Tc1 þ Tc2
it2

it1
� To

it1
ð3Þ

This dynamics is obtained under the assumption that the lumped
body of the transfer shaft only experiences a single DOF rotational
motion, and involves two torque inputs from clutch 1 and 2 and a
single torque output to the output shaft. The clutch 1 dynamics
shown in (3) can also be expressed from the perspective of clutch
2 as shown in (4), and one may realize that (4) is the exact scalar
multiple of the dynamics shown in (3).

Je2 _xc2 ¼ Tc1
it1

it2
þ Tc2 �

To

it2
ð4Þ

Jv _xw ¼ Toifi � Tv ð5Þ
Here, the equivalent transfer shaft inertia computed from the clutch
2 perspective, or Je2, shall be attached to the transfer shaft next to
clutch 2, if it is to be drawn in Fig. 1. Also, for the type of DCTs that
involve two separate final reduction gears, since the final reduction
gear ratio may vary depending on which clutch is engaged, it is
denoted as ifi. For each dynamics, the related torque is modeled as
follows.

Te ¼ f ðath;xeÞ ð6Þ

Td ¼ kdðhe � hdÞ þ bdðxe �xdÞ ð7Þ

Tc1 ¼ Fn1Cc1lsgnðxd �xc1Þ ð8Þ

Tc2 ¼ Fn2Cc2lsgnðxd �xc2Þ ð9Þ

To ¼ ko
hc1

it1
� if 1hw

� �
þ bo

xc1

it1
� if 1xw

� �
or ko

hc2

it2
� if 2hw

� �
þ bo

xc2

it2
� if 2xw

� �
ð10Þ
Fig. 1. Illustration of the conventional driveline model of the dual clut
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Tv ¼ rw mvg sinðhroadÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
road gradient

þKrrmvg cosðhroadÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
rolling resistance

þ 1
2
qv2

x CdA|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
aerodynamic drag

0BB@
1CCA ð11Þ

Here, Fn, Cc , l, rw, hroad, Krr , mv , q, vx, Cd, and A each indicate the
clutch normal force, clutch normal force coefficient, kinetic friction
coefficient, wheel radius, road gradient angle, tire rolling resistance,
vehicle mass, air density, vehicle velocity, aerodynamic drag coeffi-
cient, and vehicle frontal area, respectively. The engine torque is
determined based on the empirically obtained relationship between
the engine load conditions and produced net torque.

With the conventional DCT driveline model constructed this
way, the primary vibration mode of the shafts can be expressed.
However, the given clutch torque expressions may not accurately
resemble the stick–slip phenomenon of the actual clutch, since
they assume that the clutch plates are constantly rubbing against
each other with the given friction coefficient.

Also, the most critical limitation of the conventional driveline
model is that the two transfer shafts are modeled as a lumped iner-
tia. This means that the dynamics of the first clutch (henceforth
referred to as the clutch 1) is exactly identical to that of the clutch
2 when multiplied by the appropriate gear ratio. This is obviously
not true for the case of an actual driveline. Since all rotational shafts
involve compliance to the torsional efforts, clutch 1 speed may differ
significantly from clutch 2 speed multiplied by the gear ratio, espe-
cially when high amount of torque is applied to the transfer shafts.

For an instance, the backward torque recirculation phenome-
non within the transmission cannot be expressed at all with the
conventional model due to this shortcoming. The backward torque
recirculation refers to the cases when the torque transmitted from
one clutch is transmitted back to the other clutch instead of being
transmitted forward onto the output shaft. This may happen when
both clutches are going through the stick–slip, which commonly
happens in DCTs for continuous torque transmission. If both
clutches are slipping, the states obtained from the conventional
model may be close enough to the actual states. However, when
one clutch is slipping and the other is tightly engaged, identifica-
tion of the toque transmitted through the engaged side is not pos-
sible with the simplified model.

2.2. DCT driveline model with transfer shaft compliance

In order to deal with the limitations of the conventional model,
the DCT driveline model with transfer shaft compliance is sug-
gested, whose structure is shown in Fig. 2.

In the proposed model, the following transfer shaft dynamics
are included.

Je1 _xc1 ¼ Tc1 �
Tt1

it1
ð12Þ

Je2 _xc2 ¼ Tc2 �
Tt2

it2
ð13Þ
ch transmission system (J: inertia, T: torque, x: angular velocity).

of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the driveline model of the dual clutch transmission system that involves transfer shaft compliance (J: inertia, T: torque, x: angular velocity).
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With the above transfer shaft dynamics, the output shaft dynamics
is altered and is expressed as follows.

Jo _xo ¼ ifiTt1 þ ifiTt2 � To ð14Þ

Since the transfer shaft dynamics is modeled separately, the torque
transmitted at each transfer shaft can be modeled as shown next.

Tt1 ¼ kt1
hc1

it1
� if 1ho

� �
þ bt1

xc1

it1
� if 1xo

� �
ð15Þ

Tt2 ¼ kt2
hc2

it2
� if 2ho

� �
þ bt2

xc2

it2
� if 2xo

� �
ð16Þ

Similar to how the transfer shaft torque is obtained by taking the
torsional compliance in each shaft into consideration, the output
shaft torque can be obtained by accounting for the compliance of
the output shaft connected to the wheels.

To ¼ koðho � hwÞ þ boðxo �xwÞ ð17Þ

Now, the clutch torque is calculated using three different methods.
The first method is based on the external damper dynamics, where
each clutch torque is obtained by altering – Eq. (2).

Tc1 ¼
0; when disengaged
lRc1Fn1sgnðxd �xc1Þ; when slipping
Td � Tc2 � Jd _xd; when engaged

8><>: ð18Þ

Tc2 ¼
0; when disengaged
lRc2Fn2sgnðxd �xc2Þ; when slipping
Td � Tc1 � Jd _xd; when engaged

8><>: ð19Þ

Here, the clutch is considered disengaged when the normal force is
zero. The threshold between the engaged and slipping phases is
designed using the clutch slip and the clutch actuator position,
and detailed procedures to decide the clutch phase are shown in
Fig. 3.

Another method to calculate the clutch torque is based on the
transfer shaft dynamics. Here, each clutch torque is obtained by
altering Eqs. (12) and (13).

Tc1 ¼
Tt1

it1
þ Je1 _xc1; when engaged ð20Þ

Tc2 ¼
Tt2

it2
þ Je2 _xc2; when engaged ð21Þ

Similar to the first method, the clutch state is separated into three
different phases, and the clutch torque calculated based on the
transfer shaft dynamics as shown in (20) and (21) may substitute
the third lines in (18) and (19).

The last method to calculate the clutch torque is based on the
integrated model, in which the clutch torque is directly calculated
by taking all of the damper dynamics and two transfer shaft
dynamics into consideration. For this, from (12) and (13), the fol-
lowing transfer shaft torque can be reached.
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Tt1 ¼ Tc1it1 � Je1 _xc1it1 ð22Þ
Tt2 ¼ Tc2it2 � Je2 _xc2it2 ð23Þ

Substituting the above expressions of the transfer shaft torque into
(14) gives the following.

Jo _xo ¼ Tc1it1if 1 � Je1 _xc1it1if 1 þ Tc2it2if 2 � Je2 _xc2it2if 2 � To ð24Þ

Now solving (24) for the clutch torque leads to the following
expressions.

Tc1 ¼
Jo

it1if 1
_xo þ Je1 _xc1 � Tc2

it2

it1
þ Je2 _xc2

it2

it1
þ To

it1if 1
ð25Þ

Tc2 ¼
Jo

it2if 2
_xo þ Je1 _xc1

it1

it2
� Tc1

it1

it2
þ Je2 _xc2 þ

To

it2if 2
ð26Þ

Equating the above expressions with the third lines in (18) and (19),
and rearranging the equations give the following expressions of the
clutch torque of each side.

Tc2
it2

it1
� 1

� �
¼ Jd _xd � Td þ

Jo

it1if 1
_xo þ Je1 _xc1 þ Je2 _xc2

it2

it1
þ To

it1if 1
ð27Þ

Tc1
it1

it2
� 1

� �
¼ Jd _xd � Td þ

Jo

it2if 2
_xo þ Je1 _xc1

it1

it2
þ Je2 _xc2 þ

To

it2if 2
ð28Þ

Having three different methods to express the clutch torque
provide flexibility in the construction of the model since the clutch
torques are available as a function of different variables.
Furthermore, this indicates that, in the construction of the related
estimation algorithms that make use of the designed model, since
not all required parameters or measurements are available in real
application, clutch torque observer can be designed using different
sets of variables depending on which of the variables are practi-
cally available for production car. For instance, the first method
requires the information of damper torque and the torque of the
other clutch, which can be useful for the case when only one clutch
is slipping. The second method requires the transfer shaft torque
only, which can be an advantageous situation if torque sensors
are attached on the transfer shafts for validation purpose. Lastly,
the third method does not require the clutch torque but instead
requires the output shaft torque, which then can be advantageous
for validation when output shaft torque sensor is available or for
estimation if output shaft torque is observable.

2.3. Validation of developed model via experiment

In order to directly show the effectiveness of the proposed
model, it must be compared experimentally with the actual
transmission. The experiment is conducted under the supervision
Valeo Pyeong-Hwa, by which the test vehicle – Hyundai Avante
MD (Elantra) – with its original transmission replaced by DCT,
the corresponding TCU commands, and actuator controller are
arranged. The measured parameters of the transmission used for
experiment are given in the following.
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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Fig. 3. Clutch phase decision procedure based on clutch slip and actuator position.
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P
M

Engine inertia
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Je ¼ 0:2

Torsional damper inertia
 Jd ¼ 0:086

Clutch 1 inertia
 Jc1 ¼ 0:043

Clutch 2 inertia
 Jc2 ¼ 0:047

Gear 1 inertia
 Jg1 ¼ 0:00602

Gear 2 inertia
 Jg2 ¼ 0:005415

Gear 3 inertia
 Jg3 ¼ 0:006926

Gear 4 inertia
 Jg4 ¼ 0:00737

Gear 5 inertia
 Jg5 ¼ 0:008503

Gear 6 inertia
 Jg6 ¼ 0:008973

Gear 7 inertia
 Jg7 ¼ 0:01102

Reverse gear inertia
 JgR ¼ 0:006432

Output shaft inertia
 Jo ¼ 0:04

Torsional damper constant
 bd ¼ 10

Transfer shaft 1 spring constant
 kt1 ¼ 314;200

Transfer shaft 1 damping constant
 bt1 ¼ 53

Transfer shaft 2 spring constant
 kt2 ¼ 301;200

Transfer shaft 2 damping constant
 bt2 ¼ 51

Output shaft spring constant
 ko ¼ 9520

Output shaft damping constant
 bo ¼ 591

Gear 1 ratio
 it1 ¼ 3:688

Gear 2 ratio
 it2 ¼ 2:850

Gear 3 ratio
 it3 ¼ 1:387

Gear 4 ratio
 it4 ¼ 0:951

Gear 5 ratio
 it5 ¼ 0:943

Gear 6 ratio
 it6 ¼ 0:780

Gear 7 ratio
 it7 ¼ 0:674

Reverse gear ratio
 itR ¼ 3:537
modeling and estimation o
hatronics.2014.04.005
Final reduction gear 1 ratio
f individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual c
if 1 ¼ 4:657

Final reduction gear 2 ratio
 if 2 ¼ 3:601

Effective clutch 1 radius
 Rc1 ¼ 0:21

Effective clutch 2 radius
 Rc2 ¼ 0:1684

Clutch 1 friction coefficient
 lc1;kinetic ¼ 0:27

Clutch 2 friction coefficient
 lc2;kinetic ¼ 0:27

Wheel radius
 rw ¼ 0:338

Wheel inertia
 Jw ¼ 1:7747

Vehicle mass
 mv ¼ 1596

Tire rolling resistance coefficient
 Krr ¼ 0:015

Aerodynamic drag coefficient
 Cd ¼ 0:325

Effective frontal area
 Af ¼ 2:2126
[Units are SI derived (kg, m, s, A)]

These parameters are identified and provided by Valeo Pyeong-
Hwa, TCU target clutch position is provided by Hyundai Motor
Company, and TCU clutch actuator tracking controller is provided
by Continental AG. The logic is integrated and mounted on vehicle
by Hyundai Motor Company. No additional sensor other than those
required to operate the given DCT-mounted vehicle is installed,
and a torque measurement device is used for the output shaft.

The driveline speeds obtained by the model via simulation are
compared with the measured driveline speeds of the actual vehicle
mounted with DCT in Fig. 4. Here, only the system inputs – includ-
ing the throttle input, TCU target actuator position, and nominal
engine torque information – required in the model is replaced by
those acquired by the vehicle CAN, and no sensor measurements
are provided for the model. Namely, a fully open-loop comparison
was conducted.
lutch transmission.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the open-loop simulation results with those obtained by measuring the actual states using the actual vehicle.

Fig. 5. Schematics of the individual clutch torque observer system.
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The test involves a downshift and an upshift of gear. During the
gear shifts and engaged phases, the driveline speeds obtained by
simulation effectively follow those that are actually measured by
the sensors of the actual vehicle. Considering the fact that no feed-
back was given for the validation process, each driveline speed
obtained by the simulation is highly agreeable to the correspond-
ing driveline speed measured in the test vehicle. Furthermore,
being able to express the engine speed overshoot at approximately
1.2 s with the magnitude and interval that are agreeable to the
actually measured values indicates that the shaft inertia model
indeed reflects that of the actual transmission. Also, the converged
driveline speeds and the engine acceleration similar to that of the
actual transmission during gear shifts depicts effective representa-
tion of the clutch transmitted torque.

3. Clutch torque estimator

Making use of the proposed model which involves the individ-
ual transfer shaft compliances, an observer that comprises of
multiple sub-observers to estimate each clutch torque of DCTs is
proposed. Each sub-observer is designated for the estimation of
specific targets, whose results interact to provide the final estima-
tion of clutch 1 torque and clutch 2 torque. To facilitate the under-
standing, Fig. 5 shows the schematics of the proposed clutch
torque observer system. Given in the following is the overview of
the major components of the estimator.

The primary role of the adaptive output shaft torque observer is
to obtain the output torque. Utilizing this result, the two unknown
input observers estimate the interconnecting states, bT c and bT a,
based on the nominal engine torque Te;n. Estimations of each clutch
torque based on these results have high reliability during the
steady state but involve phase lag error during the transient state.
On the other hand, the individual transfer shaft model-based
observer estimations swiftly respond during the transient states,
while they involve drift issue during the steady state. Hence, the
individual transfer shaft model-based observer takes the form of
a Luenberger-like observer, in which the estimations obtained by
the unknown input observers prevent the final estimation resultsbT c1 and bT c2 from drifting during the steady state.

Although the principle applied behind the individual transfer
shaft model-based observer or unknown input observers is capable
Please cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline modeling and estimation
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of estimating each clutch torque separately without having to
merge multiple observers, these multiple parts are deliberately
designed to operate together to give higher estimation accuracy
both during the steady and transient states.

The options to partially use the above-mentioned observer
system are also available to reduce the computational load when
applied on a real vehicle, but the experiment results – to be
displayed in the later part – show that the amount of computation
required in the current system is sufficiently low for the real-time
application of the suggested observer.

3.1. Individual transfer shaft model-based observer

In the individual transfer shaft model-base observer design
procedures, the two transfer shafts of DCTs are separately modeled
using the proposed modeling schemes introduced in the previous
section, so that the clutch torque of each side can be separately
identified.

Based on the clutch dynamics modeled in (12) and (13), we
have the following approximation of the clutch torques.

it1Tc1 � Tt1 ð29Þ
it2Tc2 � Tt2 ð30Þ
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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Also, the following equality between the sum of transfer shaft tor-
ques and the output shaft torque can be deduced.

To � if 1Tt1 þ if 2Tt2 ð31Þ

Here, the equivalent transmission inertia and output shaft inertia
are assumed to be sufficiently small. Such assumption is suggested
for the noise rejection purpose during the estimation schemes, and
it still preserves the model accuracy since the transmission and out-
put shaft inertia can be expressed as a part of lumped vehicle inertia
and high driveline torsional stiffness does not allow significant
amount of relative angular deflection among their internal parts.

Now, from (15) and (16), we have the following expressions for
the clutch torque rates, when the effect of transfer shaft damping is
small.

_Tc1 ¼
kt1

it1

xc1

it1
� if 1xo

� �
ð32Þ

_Tc2 ¼
kt2

it2

xc2

it2
� if 2xo

� �
ð33Þ

To attempt estimation of clutch torques by using (32) and (33), the
output shaft speed information is required. To estimate the output
shaft speed, (29)–(31) are merged to reach the following.

_To ¼ kt1if 1
xc1

it1
� if 1xo

� �
þ kt2if 2

xc2

it2
� if 2xo

� �
ð34Þ

This equation is altered to isolate the output shaft speed as shown.

xo ¼
kt1if 1

xc1
it1
þ kt2if 2

xc2
it2
� _To

kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

ð35Þ

Based on this, the output shaft speed estimation is obtained as
follows.

x̂o ¼
kt1if 1

xc1;m
it1
þ kt2if 2

xc2;m
it2
� _bT o

kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

ð36Þ

Where the output shaft torque rate is replaced by the derivative of
the output shaft torque estimation obtained by the adaptive output
shaft torque observer, which is to be introduced later.

Now, by using the estimated output shaft speed, the following
individual clutch torque observer is designed.

_bT c1 ¼
kt1

it1

xc1;m

it1
� if 1x̂o

� �
þ L1ðbT c1;UIO � bT c1Þ

� clkt1if 1 _xw

it1 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� � ðso;n � ŝoÞ ð37Þ

_bT c2 ¼
kt2

it2

xc2;m

it2
� if 2x̂o

� �
þ L2ðbT c2;UIO � bT c2Þ

� clkt2if 2 _xw

it2 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� � ðso;n � ŝoÞ ð38Þ

where L1 andL2 are feedback gains and bT c1;UIO; bT c2;UIO; so;n and ŝo are
the clutch torque estimations obtained by the unknown input
observers, and normalized nominal and estimated output shaft
torque that are dealt in detail in the later sections that introduce
the unknown input observers and adaptive output shaft torque
observer. cl is the adaptive gain which is to be introduced with
the adaptive observer as well.

The individual transfer shaft model-based observer presented in
this section takes a Luenberger-like form, and the stability of its
error dynamics is obvious. The stability of the entire observer
system error is analyzed in the later parts.
Please cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline modeling and estimation
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3.2. Adaptive output shaft torque observer

The adaptive output shaft torque observer has been designed in
[32] for the case of automated manual transmission to estimate the
output shaft torque only with the knowledge of the engine speed,
clutch speed, and wheel speed measurements. However, such work
must be majorly altered to be applicable to the case of DCTs that
involve two separate routes by which the torque may flow.

By altering (2) and (3) to include the final reduction gear ratio,
the following equations are reached.

Je _xe ¼ Te � Tc1 � Tc2 ð39Þ

Je1 _xc1 ¼ Tc1 þ
it2if 2

it1if 1
Tc2 �

To

it1if 1
ð40Þ

Here, the dynamics of the torsional damper is merged into the
engine dynamics, and the engine and damper inertia are expressed
as a lumped parameter Je. When the clutch 1 torque is isolated, we
have

Tc1 ¼ Te � Tc2 � Je _xe ð41Þ

Tc1 ¼ Je1 _xc1 �
it2if 2

it1if 1
Tc2 þ

To

it1if 1
ð42Þ

and equating the obtained clutch 1 torque leads to the following
relationship.

Te � Tc2 � Je _xe ¼ Je1 _xc1 �
it2if 2

it1if 1
Tc2 þ

To

it1if 1
ð43Þ

By replacing the terms on the right hand side with the variables
defined in the later sections on the unknown input observers, the
following is reached.

Je1 _xc1 þ Je _xe ¼ Te þ Ta1 � Tc �
To

it1if 1
ð44Þ

Here, Tc and Ta1 represent the combined clutch torque and total
transmitted clutch torque from clutch 1 perspective, respectively.
Now the above relationship is separated into known and unknown
terms. The identifiable terms are collected on the left hand side, and
the unknown terms on the right hand side.

Je1 _xc1 þ Je _xe � Ta1 þ Tc ¼ Te �
To

it1if 1
ð45Þ

The term Tc is considered known since it can be estimated using
the unknown input observer or engine/damper dynamics. The term
Ta1 is considered as a known term as well, since it can be estimated
using the unknown input observer based on the clutch dynamics.
The engine torque and output shaft torque are considered
unknown, since the nominal engine torque information often
involves transient state error and the output shaft torque is the
estimation target. To lessen the burden on adaptation, the engine
torque is separated into nominal and unknown parts, and the out-
put shaft torque is made as a function of undriven wheel
acceleration.

Te ¼ Te;n þxese ð46Þ
To ¼ _xwso ð47Þ

As shown in (46) and (47), the unknown part of the engine torque Te

is expressed in terms of the engine speed xe and the normalized
engine torque se. Similarly, the output shaft torque To is expressed
as a product of the wheel acceleration _xw and normalized output
shaft torque so.

Another reason behind such maneuver is to satisfy the conver-
gence criterion for the update laws to be designed. For a plant with
parameter h which is to be estimated by the update law _̂h ¼ Cue
with order n, where C ¼ CT > 0; e ¼ z� ẑ, and / ¼ HðsÞu with
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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Hðjx1Þ; . . . ;HðjxnÞ linearly independent on Cn for all x1;x2; . . . ;

xn 2 R, the convergence criterion is met with PE (persistence of
excitation) condition [33], if and only if u is sufficiently rich of
order n. Here, a stationary signal u is sufficiently rich of order n,
if the support of the spectral measures of u contains at least n
points. More specifically, a signal u is sufficiently rich of order n,
if it consists of at least n/2 distinct frequencies. Thus, by analo-
gously taking the estimation target ŝo as h, which is to be estimated
by the update law that takes the form of the described
_̂h ¼ C/e;/ ¼ HðsÞu or the coefficient for the estimation error in
the update law cannot be a constant. Thus, to avoid making / a
constant, the estimation targets are normalized by variables.

Now the adaptation variable is defined as the following.

z � Je _xe þ Je1 _xc1 � Te;n � Ta1 þ Tc ¼ xese �
_xwso

it1if 1
ð48Þ

Here, since direct use of the sensor measurement derivatives may
makes the system oversensitive to measurement noise, the engine
acceleration and clutch 1 acceleration are substituted by those
obtained by the unknown input observers to be introduced. For fur-
ther noise rejection, proportional feedback term in the estimated
engine acceleration and that in the estimated clutch 1 acceleration
are excluded when being substituted to calculate z for ŝo and ŝe

estimation, respectively.

ẑ � xeŝe �
_xwŝo

it1if 1
ð49Þ

To ensure that the system is causal and to draw an adaptive scheme
from it, a filter is applied.

_z ¼ �c z�xese þ
_xwso

it1if 1

� �
ð50Þ

Thus the estimated dynamics is obtained as the following.

_̂z ¼ �c ẑ�xeŝe þ
_xwŝo

it1if 1

� �
ð51Þ

Here, the update laws are designed as shown next.

_̂se ¼ �ceŝe þ cexee ð52Þ
_̂so ¼ clðso;n � ŝoÞ �

ct

it1if 1
_xwe ð53Þ

where ce and ct are the adaptation gains and e � z� ẑ. cl is the filter
gain that decides the level of dependency on the nominal normal-
ized output shaft torque value.

For the stability analysis, let ~se � se � ŝe; ~so � so � ŝo and sim-
ply choose a positive definite, decrescent, and radially unbounded
Lyapunov candidate function as the following.

V ¼ 1
2

e2 þ c
ce

~s2
e þ

c
ct

~s2
o

� �
ð54Þ

This way, differentiation of the Lyapunov function with respect
to time gives the following result.

_V ¼ e _eþ c
ce

~se
_~se þ c

ct
~so

_~so

¼ e �c z�xese þ _xwso
it1 if 1

� �
þ c ẑ�xeŝe þ _xw ŝo

it1 if 1

� �n o
� c

ce
~se

_̂se � c
ct

~so
_̂so

¼ e �ceþ cxe~se � c
it1 if 1

_xw~so

� �
� c

ce
~se

_̂se � c
ct

~so
_̂so

¼ �ce2 þ cxe~see� c
it1 if 1

_xw~soe� c
ce

~se
_̂se � c

ct
~so

_̂so

¼ �ce2 þ c~se xee� 1
ce

_̂se

� �
� c~so

_xwe
it1 if 1
þ 1

ct

_̂so

� �
¼ �ce2

6 0

ð55Þ
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by substituting the adaptive laws obtained in (52) and (53) at
steady state assuming that the nominal engine torque and nominal
output torque are found to be accurate during the steady state.
Using this result, asymptotic stability can be reached from
Barbalat’s lemma. Further stability analysis for generalized cases
is dealt in the later parts.

3.3. Engine dynamics-based unknown input observer

The main objective for this observer is to estimate the combined
clutch 1 and clutch 2 torques. Thus the estimation target of the
observer is defined as follows.

Tc � Tc1 þ Tc2 ð56Þ

Now recall the engine dynamics stated in (39), from which the
engine acceleration can be isolated.

_xe ¼
Te

Je
� Tc1

Je
� Tc2

Je
ð57Þ

Then (57) can be represented in terms of the combined clutch
torque defined in (56).

_xe ¼
Te

Je
� Tc

Je
ð58Þ

Based on the above, the observer is designed as shown next.

_̂xe ¼
1
Je

bT e �
1
Je

bT c þ l1ðxe � x̂eÞ ð59Þ

_bT c ¼ �l2ðxe � x̂eÞ ð60Þ

Here, the engine torque is replaced by that obtained by the adaptive
output shaft torque observer based on (46), and l1 and l2 are the
observer gains to be tuned.

Since the sub-observer designed in (59) and (60) takes the form
of a typical PI-type unknown input observer, the stability of the
engine dynamics-based unknown input observer error can easily
be shown under the assumption that the externally obtained
variable is close to the actual state; hence the stability analysis is
omitted. However, the stability of the entire observer system error
is analyzed in the later parts.

3.4. Clutch dynamics-based unknown input observer

Similar to the case of engine dynamics-based unknown input
observer, the main objective of the clutch dynamics-based
unknown input observer is to estimate combined clutch 1 and
clutch 2 torques represented from the perspective of clutch 1.
Hence the estimation target is defined as follows.

Ta1 � Tc1 þ
it2if 2

it1if 1
Tc2 ð61Þ

Now recall the clutch dynamics dealt in (3). Here, the clutch 1 speed
is isolated to give the following relationship.

_xc1 ¼
Tc1

Je1
þ it2if 2

Je1it1if 1
Tc2 �

To

Je1it1if 1
ð62Þ

Based on this, the unknown input observer is designed as shown
next.

_̂xc1 ¼
1

J12;1

bT a1 �
bT o

J12;1it1if 1
þ l3ðxc1 � x̂c1Þ ð63Þ

_bT a1 ¼ l4ðxc1 � x̂c1Þ ð64Þ

where l3 and l4 are the observer gains to be tuned. As it can be seen
in (63), the clutch dynamics-based unknown input observer
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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requires the output shaft torque information. This output shaft
torque is substituted by the output shaft torque estimation
obtained in the adaptive output shaft torque observer based on
(47).

Now that both bT c and bT a1 are estimated, these values can be
fused together to give the rough estimation of the clutch 1 torque
and clutch 2 torque, and these rough estimations can be expressed
as follows.

bT c1;UIO �
it1if 1

bT a1 � it2if 2
bT c

it1if 1 � it2if 2
ð65Þ

bT c2;UIO �
it1if 1

bT c � it1if 1
bT a1

it1if 1 � it2if 2
ð66Þ

The clutch dynamics-based unknown input observer can
alternatively be designed using the clutch 2 dynamics as well. Such
alternative option can be useful for the application on actual
vehicles when the gear selector is shifting on the first transfer shaft
which involves a discrete change in inertia.

The individual clutch torque estimations acquired by using the
unknown input observers are merely considered as the interim
results, because the unknown input observers involve the phase
lag issue by their nature, and also because the driveline model used
to derive the observer equations was overly simplified. On the
other hand, such nature provides the strong advantage of
robustness and stability at steady states. Hence, these clutch
torque estimations obtained by the unknown input observers are
designed to assist the individual transfer shaft model-based
observer to obtain the final estimation result.

3.5. Stability analysis

The integrated observer comprises of 8 states in total: two from
the individual transfer shaft model-based observer, two from the
adaptive output shaft torque observer, two from the engine
dynamics-based observer, and two from the clutch dynamics-
based observer. These states are shown in the following.

x̂ ¼ bT c1
bT c2 ŝe ŝo x̂e

bT c x̂c1
bT a1

h iT
ð67Þ

By expanding and simplifying the entire system, the observer
dynamics can be expressed as the following.

_̂x ¼ bAx̂þ bB ð68Þ

wherebA ¼ âij
� �

ð69Þ

which denotes that bA is a matrix with âij as its i-th row j-th column
element. Here, bA is an 8 by 8 matrix with

â11 ¼ �L1; â15 ¼
Jel1ctkt1 _x2

w

i2
t1 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� � ; â16 ¼ �
L1it2if 2

it1if 1 � it2if 2
;

â17 ¼
Je1l3ctkt1 _x2

w

i2
t1 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� � ; â18 ¼
L1it1if 1

it1if 1 � it2if 2
; â22 ¼ �L2;

â25 ¼
Jel1ctkt2if 2 _x2

w

it1it2if 1 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� � ; â26 ¼
L2it1if 1

it1if 1 � it2if 2
;

â27 ¼
Je1l3ctkt2if 2 _x2

w

it1it2if 1 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� � ; â28 ¼ �
L2it1if 1

it1if 1 � it2if 2
; â33 ¼ �ce;
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â35 ¼ �Jel1cexe; â44 ¼ �cl; â47 ¼
Je1l3ct

_xw

it1if 1
; â53 ¼

xe

Je
;

â55 ¼ �l1; â56 ¼ �
1
Je
; â65 ¼ l2; â74 ¼ �

_xw

Je1it1if 1
;

â77 ¼ �l3; â78 ¼
1
Je1
; â87 ¼ �l4;

and the rest of the elements are zero, and

bB ¼ b̂i

h i
ð70Þ

an 8 by 1 matrix with

b̂1 ¼
kt1

i2
t1

�
k2

t1i2
f 1

i2
t1 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� �
0@ 1Axc1 �

kt1kt2if 1if 2

it1it2 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� �xc2

� Je1l3ctkt1xc1 _x2
w

i2
t1 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� �� Jel1ctkt1xe _x2
w

i2
t1 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� � ;

b̂2 ¼ �
kt1kt2if 1if 2

it1it2 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� �xc1 þ
kt2

i2
t2

�
k2

t2i2
f 2

i2
t2 kt1i2

f 1 þ kt2i2
f 2

� �
0@ 1Axc2

� Je1l3ctkt2if 2xc1 _x2
w

it1it2if 1 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� �� Jel1ctkt2if 2xe _x2
w

it1it2if 1 kt1i2
f 1 þ kt2i2

f 2

� � ;
b̂3 ¼ Jel1cex

2
e ; b̂4 ¼ clso;n �

Je1l3ct
_xw

it1if 1
xc1; b̂5 ¼

Te;n

Je
þ l1xe;

b̂6 ¼ �l2xe; b̂7 ¼ l3xc1; and b̂8 ¼ l4xc1:

Now, by representing the actual plant dynamics with the com-
pliance model in (32) and (33) and the engine and clutch torque
balance equations in (39) and (40), the error dynamics of the
observer system can be obtained as follows.

_~x ¼ _x� _̂x ¼ eA~x ð71Þ

whereeA ¼ ~aij
� �

ð72Þ

and eA is an 8 by 8 matrix whose elements turn out to be equal to
those of bA – namely, ~aij ¼ âij – after simplification.

Here, the unknown states of the nominal engine and output tor-
que are assumed to be accurate during the steady state, and Tc and
Ta1 slowly varying. Now in order to show the asymptotic stability
of the entire system with its states coupled together, the following
Lyapunov candidate function is chosen, which is positive definite,
radially unbounded, and decrescent.

V ¼ 1
2

1
J2

e l1ce

 !
~s2

e þ
1
2

1
J2

e1l3ct

 !
~s2

o þ
1
2

~x2
e þ

1
2

1
Jel2

� �eT 2
c

þ 1
2

~x2
c1 þ

1
2

1
Je1l4

� �eT 2
a1 ð73Þ

Here, the system order is reduced by 2 for the sake of simplification.
Such maneuver can be rationalized since the stability of the two
omitted states, eT c1 and eT c2, is subordinate to that of the rest of
the states. This claim is true since row 3 to 8 in (72) tells that the
elements in the first two columns are equal to zero. This indicates
that the error dynamics of the individual transfer model-based
observer has no effect on any other parts of the observer system.
Hence, this error dynamics which corresponds to the first two rows
of (72) can be dealt separately, about which Section 3.1 has
mentioned.
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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Fig. 6. Simulation scenario: (a) engine, clutch, and wheel speeds, (b) engine, clutch, and output shaft torques and (c) clutch normal forces exerted by the clutch actuators.
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Taking the time derivative of (73) leads to the following.

_V ¼ 1
J2

e l1ce

 !
~se

_~se þ
1

J2
e1l3ct

 !
~so

_~so þ ~xe
_~xe þ

1
Jel2

� �eT c
_eT c

þ ~xc1
_~xc1 þ

1
Je1l4

� �eT a1
_eT a1 ð74Þ

Now, substituting the error dynamics obtained in (71) gives the
expanded equation as shown next.

_V ¼ � 1
J2

e l1

~s2
e �

cl

J2
e1l3ct

~s2
o � l1 ~x2

e � l3 ~x2
c1

� 1
Je

xe ~xe~se þ
xe

Je

~se ~xe þ
_xw

Je1it1if 1l3ct

~xc1~so �
_xw

Je1it1if 1
~so ~xc1

� 1
Je

eT c ~xe þ
1
Je

eT c ~xe þ
1

Je1

eT a1 ~xc1 �
1

Je1

eT a1 ~xc1

ð75Þ

Since multiple terms can be canceled with each other in (75), the
following conclusion can be drawn.

_V ¼ � 1
J2

e l1

~s2
e �

cl

J2
e1l3ct

~s2
o � l1 ~x2

e � l3 ~x2
c1 6 0 ð76Þ

Thus _V is negative semi-definite. Now we define
E � f~x 2 R : ~se; ~so; ~xe; ~xc1 ¼ 0g in which _V ¼ 0, and it can be
deduced using the system description in (71) that the largest
Please cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline modeling and estimation
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invariant set in E is equal to the origin. Therefore, the entire error
dynamics is asymptotically stable at the origin.
4. Estimation performance validation

4.1. Simulation result

The observer performance is tested with the gear shift scenario
via simulation using a well-known driveline simulation tool Sim-
Driveline. An intensive model just for the validation purpose is
constructed to verify the suggested observer performance via sim-
ulation, and representative model parameters are shown in the
following.
o

Engine inertia
f individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clu
Je ¼ 0:2

Torsional damper inertia
 Jd ¼ 0:03

Clutch 1 inertia
 Jc1 ¼ 0:0023

Clutch 2 inertia
 Jc2 ¼ 0:0009

Gear 1 inertia
 Jg1 ¼ 0:001

Gear 2 inertia
 Jg2 ¼ 0:001

Gear 3 inertia
 Jg3 ¼ 0:001

Gear 4 inertia
 Jg4 ¼ 0:001

Gear 5 inertia
 Jg5 ¼ 0:001

Output shaft inertia
 Jo ¼ 0:0002
tch transmission.
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Fig. 7. Torque estimation results by simulation: (a) clutch 1 torque estimation, (b) clutch 2 torque estimation and (c) output shaft torque estimation.

Table 1
RMS errors of the estimated output shaft torque.

RMS errors
(N m)

Clutch 1 torque
estimation

Clutch 2 torque
estimation

Output shaft torque
estimation

2.124 3.403 67.233
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P
M

Torsional damper constant
lease cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline mo
echatronics (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mechat
bd ¼ 10

Transfer shaft 1 spring constant
 kt1 ¼ 10;000

Transfer shaft 1 damping constant
 bt1 ¼ 50

Transfer shaft 2 spring constant
 kt2 ¼ 23;000

Transfer shaft 2 damping constant
 bt2 ¼ 50

Output shaft spring constant
 ko ¼ 10;000

Output shaft damping constant
 bo ¼ 20

Gear 1 ratio
 it1 ¼ 3:78

Gear 2 ratio
 it2 ¼ 2:18

Gear 3 ratio
 it3 ¼ 1:43

Gear 4 ratio
 it4 ¼ 1:03

Gear 5 ratio
 it5 ¼ 0:84

Final reduction gear ratio
 if 2 ¼ 3:7

Effective clutch 1 radius
 Rc1 ¼ 0:13

Effective clutch 2 radius
 Rc2 ¼ 0:13

Clutch 1 static (kinetic) friction coefficient
 0:31ð0:3Þ

Clutch 2 static (kinetic) friction coefficient
 0:31ð0:3Þ

Synchronizer static (kinetic) friction coefficient
 0:35ð0:3Þ
deling and estimation o
ronics.2014.04.005
Transmission viscous drag coefficient
f individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clut
0:005

Transmission gear efficiency
 0:94

Final reduction gear efficiency
 0:86

Wheel radius
 rw ¼ 0:312

Wheel inertia
 Jw ¼ 2

Vehicle mass
 mv ¼ 1600

Tire rolling resistance coefficient
 Krr ¼ 0:015

Aerodynamic drag coefficient
 Cd ¼ 0:4

Effective frontal area
 Af ¼ 3
[Units are SI derived (kg, m, s, A)]

The effective shaft inertia values used for the models used in the
observers are obtained using the above shown parameters. For
instance, the shaft 1 and 2 inertia values at the moment the first
and second gears are selected are shown in the following:

Je1 ¼ Jc1 þ Jg1 þ ðJg2 þ Jc2Þ � it2
it1

� �2
, Je2 ¼ Jc2 þ Jg2 þ ðJg1 þ Jc1Þ � it1

it2

� �2
.

The simulation involves a typical upshift during acceleration,
and a downshift due to the decrease in speed. Detailed plots of
the simulation scenario are shown in Fig. 6. Here, step input of
50% throttle is maintained for 6 s from 1 s after the start of simu-
lation, and fuel cut is maintained afterward. In order to conduct
a realistic simulation, the engine torque is deliberately reduced
when the transmission undergoes gear shifts. Also, noises are
ch transmission.
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intentionally added to the driveline speed signals in order to
emulate the actual sensor measurement noise.

As shown in Fig. 7 row (a) and (b), the simulation results dem-
onstrate that the proposed observer effectively estimates each
clutch torque separately, even during the transient states induced
by abrupt gear shift. It can be observed that the estimation obtained
by the integrated observer system gives higher accuracy and lower
level of noise than that obtained by the unknown input observers
alone. Such characteristic can be reverted depending on the quality
of the sensor measurements and the level of noise. Hence, depend-
ing on the noise level of the sensors, making use of the unknown
input observer estimation results can also be worthwhile,
considering that the accuracy of the raw unknown input observer
estimation results shown in Fig. 7 can easily be improved simply
by signal processing. Fig. 7 row (c) reveals that, although the
individual transfer shaft model-based observer takes a short time
interval for convergence toward the feedback terms, the observer
accurately identifies the output shaft torque during the transient
state. It should be noted that the output shaft torque in the plot
is calibrated by the effective gear transmission efficiency.

One may notice that the vehicle decelerates significantly
between the time interval 10–15 s, and this is because the simula-
tion was conducted with the road inclination angle of 0.1 radian
(approximately 5.7�) uphill. Through the simulation on uphill,
Fig. 8. Experiment scenario: (a) engine, clutch, and wheel speeds, (b) nominal engine tor
throttle input and TCU commands.
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robust estimation performance of the adaptive output torque
observer can be shown, and the result plotted in Fig. 7(c) reveals
that the adaptive observer estimation successfully estimates the
output shaft torque without any steady state error during the vehi-
cle deceleration on uphill. Although the adaptation was conducted
as a function of wheel acceleration, the adaptive scheme using the
driveline dynamics effectively copes with the disturbance of uphill.

Here, for the purpose of noise rejection, the clutch torque esti-
mations are attenuated to zero when the clutch actuator position
indicates that the clutch is before the kissing point and is com-
pletely disengaged.

In order to quantitatively show the clutch torque estimation
performance, RMS errors of the estimation results are shown in
Table 1.

Considering that the clutch torque rises up to as high as
140 N m and 265 N m in case of clutch 1 and 2 and output torque
rises up to as high as 2500 N m, the RMS estimation error indicated
above is sufficiently small for the estimator to be applied to the
clutch control.

4.2. Experiment result

In order to show the production vehicle application potential of
the proposed clutch observer, it is tested on the actual vehicle
(a)

(b)

(c)

que from CAN, target clutch torques from TCU, measured output shaft torque and (c)

of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Torque estimation results by experiment: (a) clutch 1 torque estimation and (b) clutch 2 torque estimation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Output shaft torque estimation results by experiment: (a) plot of measured and estimated output shaft torque, (b) clutch 2 torque estimation and (c) errors of the
output shaft torque estimations.
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mounted with the dual clutch transmission. Speed sensor mea-
surements and CAN/TCU signals during the experiment are shown
in Fig. 8. The model parameters identified in Section 2.3 are
directly applied to the corresponding parts of the designed obser-
Please cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline modeling and estimation
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ver, and the observer performance has been tested on the real-time
basis.

Most importantly, the plots in Fig. 9 show the clutch torque
estimation results. As implied by the estimation results obtained
of individual clutch torque during gear shifts for dual clutch transmission.
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based on the simulation, the test results reveal the effectiveness of
the proposed observer qualitatively, whose estimated clutch
torques indeed changes in accordance with the map-based target
clutch torque which directly relates to the actuator position. Here,
it must be noted that the map-based information is not shown as
the absolutely credible clutch torque value, but instead as a rough
reference (which is currently the only existing method to monitor
each clutch torque in conventional clutch control units).

As assumed in (29) and (30), the transfer shaft torque is consid-
ered equivalent to the clutch torque if corrected by the appropriate
gear ratio. Such assumption may lead to a slight discrepancy
between the estimated and actual clutch torque, which stands
out when the clutch is disengaged. Disengagement of the clutch
technically must yield zero torque transmitted through the clutch.
However, due to the effect of the clutch inertia, the torque trans-
mitted through the transfer shaft may not be completely zero. As
an easy solution to this issue, clutch position information can be
exploited to increase the accuracy of the clutch torque estimation.

In fact, the above-mentioned nature of the proposed estimator
provides the strength of being able to monitor the stick–slip phe-
nomenon and resonance within the transmission shafts. Indeed,
oscillations can be observed in the estimated results, and they
are the signs of torsional resonance in the transfer shafts. Further-
more, the proposed method accurately identifies the clutch torque
during an abrupt gear engagement or disengagement during gear
shifts, such as the case around 4.5 s in Fig. 9, whereas the conven-
tional position-torque map-based approach involves high amount
of error even with only monitoring the output shaft torque.

Due to the technical difficulty of installing torque measuring
sensors within the clutch pack or on the input shafts inside the
transmission housing, clutch torque estimations could not be com-
pared against the measured clutch torques. However, the quantita-
tive validation of the clutch torque estimation can be conducted
via using the output shaft torque measurement. To do so, the
clutch torque estimation results are converted to the output shaft
torque by using the relationship set up in (31), and the output shaft
torque estimated this way can be compared with the measured
output shaft torque. Such comparison is shown in Fig. 10, in which
the output shaft torque estimated by the proposed method indeed
shows the highest accuracy with the RMS error of 166.13, whereas
the RMS errors of the estimation obtained by the adaptive output
shaft observer alone and that obtained by the position-torque
map mount up to 257.60 and 468.80, respectively. Considering that
the RMS error of the estimation is no more than approximately
one-tenth of the utilized output shaft torque, especially during
the transmission of maximum torque, the proposed observer is
considered to be effective for the real-time monitoring of the drive-
line torques.
5. Conclusion

This study has proposed a novel modeling method to consider
the internal compliance of the dual clutch transmissions so that
it reflects individual transfer shaft dynamics to enable expressing
clutch torques without having to use complex friction models,
and an original observer to effectively identify each clutch torque
of the dual clutch transmission system separately. By only using
the information and sensors that are already available in current
production cars, the proposed observer system with its subcompo-
nents of individual transfer shaft model-based observer, adaptive
output shaft torque observer, and unknown input observers effec-
tively identifies individual clutch torque with high accuracy, whose
estimation performance is verified via both simulation and exper-
iments using an actual vehicle. Summarizing the paper, notewor-
thy contributions of the proposed work are primarily twofold:
Please cite this article in press as: Oh JJ et al. Driveline modeling and estimation
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driveline modeling method which allows internal compliance
identification through using individual transfer shaft dynamics,
and ability to estimate the torques transmitted by each clutch
separately during gear shifts. These original contributions are thor-
oughly verified through theoretical stability analysis, simulation,
and real car experiments. With the application of the proposed
work on actual cars, development of clutch actuator controllers
with improved precision and efficiency is anticipated.
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